The apparent paradoxes of multipresence, having avatars in multiple places simultaneously, are resolvable by an 'autofocus' feature, which uses reciprocity to project overlaid soundscapes and simulate the precedence effect to consolidate the display. We have developed an interface for narrowcasting functions for networked mobile devices deployed in a Collaborative Virtual Environment. Featuring multiple icons in a '2.5D' application, the interface can be used to control motion, sensitivity, and audibility of avatars in a teleconference. The interface is integrated with other clients through a 'servent' (server/client hybrid) HTTP-TCP/IP bridge, interoperating with a heterogeneous groupware suite including stereographic panoramic browsers and spatial audio backends and speaker arrays.
Introduction
Our group is researching CVES, realtime interactive interfaces and applications for teleëxistence and artificial reality Bolhassan et al., 2002; Cohen et al., 2002) . Anticipating ubicomp networked appliances and information spaces (Okoshi et al., 2001) , we are integrating various multimodal (auditory, visual, haptic) i/o devices into a virtual reality groupware suite. Such environments are characterised, in contrast to general hypermedia systems, by the explicit notion of the position (location and orientation) of the perspective presented to respective users, and often such vantage points are modelled by the standpoints and directions of icons in a virtual space. These icons might be more or less symbolic (abstract) or figurative (literal), but are representative of human users, and are therefore 'avatars' (after the Hindu notion of an earthly manifestation of a deity). Avatars reify embodied virtuality, treating abstract presence as a user interface object.
Non-immersive perspectives in virtual environments enable flexible paradigms of perception, especially in the context of frames-of-reference for conferencing and musical audition. Traditional mixing idioms for enabling and disabling various audio sources employ mute and select functions which selectively disable or focus on respective channels. (On many interfaces, 'mute' and 'solo/select' are abbreviated simply 'M' and 'S' (not to be confused with 'master/slave', 'mid/side' [as in coincident microphone techniques], etc.). Previous research (Cohen, 2000) defined sinks as symmetric duals of audio sources in virtual spaces, along with symmetric analogs of source select and mute attributes. Exocentric interfaces, which explicitly model not only sources, but also sinks, motivate the generalisation of mute & select (or cue or solo) to exclude and include, manifested for sinks as deafen & attend (confide and harken), as follows.
Narrowcasting and selection functions can be formalised in predicate calculus notation, where '¬' means 'not', ' ' means conjunction (logical 'and'), '∃' means 'there exists', and ' ' means 'implies'. The general expression of inclusive selection is active(x) = ¬-exclude(x) (∃ y include(y) include(x)). So, for mute and select (solo), the relation is active(source x ) = ¬mute(source x ) (∃ y select(source y ) select(source x )), mute explicitly turning off a source, and select disabling the collocated (same room/window) complement of the selection (in the spirit of "anything not mandatory is forbidden").
For deafen and attend, the relation is active(sink x ) = ¬deafen(sink x ) (∃ y attend(sink y ) attend(sink x )).
The suite of inclusion and exclusion narrowcast commands for sources and sinks are like analogs of burning and dodging (shading) in photographic processing. The duality between source and sink operations is tight, and the semantics are identical: an object is inclusively enabled by default unless, a it explicitly excluded (with mute || deafen) b peers are explicitly included (with select [solo] || attend : confide or harken) when the respective icon is not.
Such functions, which filter stimuli by explicitly blocking out and/or concentrating on selected entities (Fernando et al., 2003) can be applied not only to other users' sinks for privacy, but also to one's own sinks for selective attendance or presence. These narrowcasting commands control superposition of soundscapes (Fernando et al., 2004) . In the awareness parlance of Greenhalgh and Benford (1995) , Benford et al. (1995 Benford et al. ( , 1998 , an aura delimited by a graphical window is like a room, sink attributes affect 'focus', and source attributes affect 'nimbus'. A unique feature of our system is the ability of a human pilot to delegate multiple avatars simultaneously, increasing quantity of presence. Multiple sources are useful, for instance, in directing one's remarks to specific groups, decreasing the granularity of audibility control. Multiple sinks are useful in situations in which a common environment implies social inhibitions to rearranging shared sources like musical voices or conferences, as well as individual sessions in which spatial arrangement of sources, like the configuration of a concert orchestra, has mnemonic value.
I ppli: I-mode with java
I-mode's Java-based i ppli service allows users of compatible terminals to download software and content from about a thousand websites. They can then use the downloaded applications and content whenever they want, without having to reconnect to the internet. Launched in January 2001, i ppli is the result of advances in wireless technology and NTT DoCoMo's cooperation in recent years with Sun Microsystems. I ppli uses the Java platform developed by Sun for consumer electronics and built-in devices, as well as i-mode's extended library, which was developed jointly by the two companies.
Since the data processing power of mobile phones is far less than that of PCs, i-mode uses a version of Java called 'KVM' that runs on systems with relatively low processing power. A key feature of the KVM environment is that its security functions are tighter than those of standard Java. So, i ppli users need not worry about unauthorised viewing of their digital address books and other personal files, or the unintentional placing of calls billable to them. Although KVM i ppli cannot directly run standard Java programs, users can easily convert many Java applications for i-mode use with minimal changes in functionality. Significantly, the overall architecture of the i-mode network remains the same with the advent of i ppli. With i-mode terminals, i ppli users download Java applications from conventional HTTP internet sites just as easily as they do HTML documents, and Java programs on i-mode terminals also use the convenient HTTP format for data communications.
'FPS' and 'MMORPG'
High-speed, multiplayer games have yielded a new interpretation of 'fps': not 'frames per second', but 'first-person shooter', as in so-called 'twitch' games like 'Doom' or 'Quake'. Typically less violent than FPS counterparts, RPGs (role-playing games) depend on coherent stories, rich graphical environments, and interaction with other players. In MMORPGs (massively multiplayer online RPGs) (Kolbert, 2001 ) -fantasy games like Sony's 'EverQuest', Cyro's 'Man-kind', Origin Systems, 'Ultima Online', and Microsoft's 'Asheron's Call'-players create characters (avatars) to explore persistent universes that exist across sessions, and 'massive' means on the order of thousands of users per server. Such games increasingly feature audio, including both locally-generated sound effects and distally transmitted voice channels. Advanced floor and presence control in chat-spaces and conferences spawned by such coteries is needed, like that suggested by Table 1 . 
CVE architecture
We have designed and implemented an architecture and framework to support a CVE (Churchill et al., 2001) , allowing distributed users to share multimodal virtual worlds (Cohen and Martens, 2001) . Our CVE architecture (sketched in Figure 1 ) is based upon a client/server (C/S) model, and its main transaction shares the state of virtual objects and users (avatars) by effective multicast via replicated-unicast of position (translation, rotation) parameters and narrowcasting attributes to client peers in a session. The client/server architecture enables multimodal communication, platform independence, and easy network connectivity, as components are built with Java (and JMF (Java Media Framework) (Gordon and Talley, 1999) , QuickTime for Java (Maremaa and Stewart, 1999) , Java3D (Walsh and Gehringer, 2002; Palmer, 2001; Sowizral et al., 2000) , J2ME (Knudsen, 2001; Feng and Zhu, 2001) , and Swing (Walrath and Campione, 1999) . There are three main classes of state in this model, 'Location Parameter', 'Orientation Parameter', and 'Extra Parameter'. Location parameter handles translational state changes with three integer attributes x, y, and z. An orientation parameter handles the state changes of orbiter attitudes, pitch, roll, and yaw, which represent rotation of an object about the x, y, and z axes, respectively, to the desired orientation. Extra parameter handles all other state changes, especially narrowcasting states, as <name><value> pairs.
The CVE server is a multi-threaded (Java socket) application that creates a separate thread for each client and listens for state changes. Each server can create many communication channels according to client requests and each channel has its own name. Depending on the channel ID, the session server redistributes events to relevant clients.
At least for the demonstrations we have conducted so far, server redistribution performance has not been an issue. The server can run comfortably on the same host as some of the clients without noticeable performance degradation. In our CVE, 3D image data are not transmitted on the wire, but only position updates, which are used by the respective clients for local rendering. That is, the geometric, texture maps, etc. are compiled into the application and, so, need not be distributed at run time.
' ·Con': I ppli (DoJa) mobile device dynamic map
We have designed and implemented a mobile telephone interface Cohen and Kawaguchi, 2003) for use in CVEs (Kanno et al., 2001 ).
Programmed with J2ME (Java2, Micro-Edition) (www.sun.com/j2me) (Ascii editing group, 2001; Yamazaki, 2001; Topley, 2002; Vacca, 2002; Kontio, 2003) our application runs on an (NTT DoCoMo) (www.nttdocomo.com) i ppli mobile phone, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Featuring selectable icons with one rotational and two translational degrees of freedom, the ' ·Con' 2.5D dynamic map interface is used to control position, sensitivity, and audibility of avatars in a groupware session. Its isosceles triangle icons are representatives of symbolic heads in an orthographic projection; its narrowcasting operations are shown in Figure 3 and Table 2 . The interface is further extended with musical and vibrational cues, to signal mode changes and successful transmission/reception (which feedback is important in wireless communication, as it is much less deterministic than terrestrial systems). Current user interfaces for mobile phones cannot strictly be characterised as 'GUI's since, in its usual interpretation, the acronym (for 'graphical user interface') connotes a 'WIMP' idiom (being itself acronymic for 'window, icon, menu, pointer'), and the mobile phone lacks a windowing system, menus, and a cursor-style pointer. A better association might be what is sometimes called a 'SUI', for 'solid user interface', as modern mobile phones feature unique interface conventions, including vibration, thumb-favoured text input, and, on some models, a jog shuttle. In full-screen GUIs, a new selection resets the selection set, unless it is explicitly extended (typically by chorded shift + or command + <click>s, which toggle contiguous or picked objects' membership in the selection set). For our application's mouse-and cursor-less interface, a simple postfix grammar, shown in Figure 3 , was developed for keypad entry, used to toggle avatars into and out of the selection set as a prelude for invoking some operation on them (motion: rotation or translation; attribute: set or reset). Various keys corresponding to the attribute initial invoke the narrowcasting functions.
' ·Con': integrating with CVE clients
The interface is integrated with other clients through a 'servent' (server/client hybrid) HTTP → TCP/IP gateway (or 'protocol analyser') developed with Jakarta Tomcat. Through the servent, via an Apache server, the mobile interface is integrated with all the other kinds of clients. Data communication between the ' ·Con' and servent is made via HTTP request. As the DoCoMo phone is capable only of client pull (no server push), exchanges are initiated from ·Con, regardless of whether the request is to send or receive updates. The servent performs as a client in the groupware suite, receiving data from ·Con and passing it along to the server for multicasting to other clients. Updates which the servent receives from other clients via the server is stored (only the newest data is cached) and sent to ·Con upon receiving a request from it.
Conference narrowcasting functions implemented on mobile device
The selection functions are invoked by the key corresponding to the attribute initial, as shown in Table 2 . The interface can be used to control position, sensitivity, and audibility of avatars in a groupware session. Quasi-realtime synchronisation with a CVE server motivates the use of 'ghost icons', shown as outlines, to distinguish local and session states of avatars. The teleconferencing selection attributes' graphical displays are triply encoded -by position (before the 'mouth' for mute and select, straddling the 'ears' for deafen and attend), symbol ('+' for assert and '-' for inhibit, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 4 ) and colour (green for assert and red for inhibit). The narrowcasting attributes are not mutually exclusive, and the encoding dimensions are orthogonal (colouring, for example, the cross bar of a plus sign red even while its vertical bar is green). Because a source or a sink is active by default, invoking exclude and include operations simultaneously on an object results in its being disabled. For instance, a sink might be first attended, perhaps as a member of some non-singleton subset of a space's sinks, then later deafened, so that both attributes are simultaneously applied. (As audibility is assumed to be a revocable privilege, such a seemingly conflicted attribute state disables the respective sink, whose attention would be restored upon resetting its deafen flag.) Symmetrically, a source might be selected then muted, akin to making a 'short list' but relegated to backup.
Figure 4 ' ·Con' J2ME dynamic map for (NTT DoCoMo) i ppli mobile phone: featuring selectable icons in a '2.5D' application, in this example, #0 is muted; #1 is simultaneously muted and selected and also selected for rotation (as indicated by its 'halo'); and #2 is simultaneously attended and deafened (see online version for colours)
Multipresence
Humans are indivisible, so a person cannot be in two places or more at the same time. However, 'being able to be multipresent' enables us to overcome some fundamental constraints of this human condition. Our virtual environment interface encourages multipresence (Christein and Schulthess, 2002) , by supporting sources and sinks in multiple places simultaneously, allowing, for instance, a user to monitor several spaces at once. A simple teleconferencing configuration typically consists of several icons, representing the distributed users, moving around a shared conference space. Our system allows users to have multiple avatars designated as self, effectively increasing their attendance in a conference, as humorously suggested in Figure 5 . Such a feature might be used to pay close attention to multiple sources, even if those sources are not repositionable; just as in ordinary settings, social conventions might inhibit dragging someone else around a shared space. 
Anycasting and autofocusing
'Anycast' is a transmission between a single sender and one of possibly several receivers in a network. The term exists in contradistinction to 'multicast', transmission between a single sender and multiple receivers, and 'unicast', transmission between a single sender and a predetermined receiver. An anycasting service uses some criteria to choose a 'best' or single destination from a set of candidates. We applied the same idea, finding the best sink (closest one in a simple model) for each source in our virtual environment using an 'autofocus' technique as illustrated by Figure 6 . The apparent paradoxes of one's being in multiple places simultaneously are resolved by partitioning the sources across the sinks. If the sinks were in separate conference rooms, each source would be localised only with respect to the sink in the same room. If multiple sinks share a single conference room, the autofocus algorithm is employed by anticipating "the rule of the first wavefront", the tendency to perceive multiple identical simultaneous sources from different locations as a single fused source. Rather than adding and averaging the contribution of each source to possibly multiple sinks, our system renders each source with respect to only its best sink. 
Scenarios
A simple teleconferencing configuration typically consists of several icons, representing the distributed users, moving around a shared conference space. Each of these icons represents a source, the voice of the associated user, as well as a sink, that user's ears. However, ·Con allows users to have multiple sinks designated, effectively increasing their attendance in the conference. One could pay close attention to multiple instruments in a concert without rearranging the ensemble. One could leave a pair of ears in one conference, while sending another pair to a side caucus, even if the side caucus happens to be in the same room. For example, in a chatspace application, a user might choose to designate two avatars as 'self', one to stand near an avatar corresponding to the user's mate, another, perhaps on the other side of the room, to stand near an avatar corresponding to the user's friend. Each of these avatars enjoys a 'local' perspective, a situation awareness encompassing where the respective conversationalists are relative to the (no longer unique) self-associated avatar, as manifested visually and audibly.
Complementary research
We use this interface to control multimodal groupware, including spatial audio applications integrated with panoramic stereographic browsing (Bolhassan et al., 2004) . Such capability recalls the oft-aspired mission to build a "remote control for your life". We hope to eventually develop integrated teleconferencing with spatial audio (Yasuda et al., 2003) via such a mobile phone (www.java.sun.com/product/jtapi) with full CTI (Computer-Telephone Integration) (Roberts, 1999) , but unfortunately voice communication is currently disabled during such i ppli sessions. Using our mobile networked narrowcasting interface, users will be able to control the spatialised audio (and other realtime media streams) of inevitable multiparty chatspaces, using the cocktail party effect as well as selection to make useful sense of the cacophonies, as imagined by Figure 7 . Ongoing complimentary research in our group is exploring techniques for multi-windowing on mobile devices, which capability will require and amplify the multipresencecapable selection features described here, multiple avatars associated with a single human user distributed across multiple spaces. For this requirement, we can use Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) or Space-Division Multiplexing (SDM). But the screen size of a mobile phone is too small for effective SDM, so we decided to develop TDM in our teleconferencing application for multipresence. Anticipated windowed virtual reality mobile phone interfaces will allow teleport (cut/paste) and cloning (copy/paste) operations. For instance, a user might instantiate several avatars or 'fork presence' in spaces corresponding to music (virtual concert), home (chatspace intercom), and work or school (teleconferences), using the selection functions described here to multiplex and mix such soundscapes.
Conclusion
The basic goal of this research is to develop idioms for privacy and selective attention, narrowcasting for groupware applications, whether the interface is via workstation or a nomadic device like a mobile phone. This research can be considered an extension of presence technology (Vaughan-Nichols, 2003) . A multi-presence feature using these idioms encourages users to install avatar representatives of themselves in several places and spaces at once. Activity or information in a space might cause the user to focus on that particular soundscape, using these narrowcasting functions. As illustrated in Figure 8 , being anywhere is better than being everywhere, since it is selective; multi-presence is distilled ubiquity, narrowcasting-enabled audition (for sinks) or address (for sources) of multiple objects of regard. (©2003 The New Yorker Collection from cartoonbank.com. All rights reserved)
